As a community art center serving Cape Cod, our mission is to provide educational and exhibition opportunities year-round for artists, art students and art appreciators of all ages and abilities.

In 2018, we provided six terms of 8-week art classes and four terms of 10-week clay classes. Classes were available in drawing; painting in oils, watercolors and pastels; ceramics; sculpture; weaving and more. For clay students, there was open studio time. For children, we offered classes, vacation camps and early release day activities. Also offered were workshops, art films, lectures, field trips to off-Cape museums and panel discussions. The Upper Cape Camera Club meets and exhibits at the Falmouth Art Center.

Exhibits in the Art Center’s three galleries were changed monthly, presenting juried and invitational group shows of professional, semi-professional and student work. The upstairs Sigel Gallery was rented to artists to present one- or two-person shows. We are always open to widening our offerings to include new media, teachers and presenters. Bring your ideas so we can work together to serve the full range of art interests in the community.

The Falmouth Artists Guild was established in 1966 when a small group of Falmouth painters gathered and began informal art classes. They soon realized that working in a group improved their love of art and their artistic skills. Since their formation the Guild has grown in ways the founders never could have imagined, and today we are the Falmouth Art Center, a 501c3 tax-exempt, non-profit organization with almost 700 members and a full roster of classes, workshops, exhibits, and art activities offered on a year-round basis.
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Letter from the Board President

When I was in Design School, we learned a phrase that went, “Less is more, more or less.” But at the Falmouth Art Center, we keep adding more and more is definitely better.

We finished our building three years ago, and in 2018 we added more. With a grant from the Herman Foundation we added solar panels that generate 50% of our electrical power. Then we added acoustical tiles in the Herman Gallery for better sound quality for movies, lectures and receptions.

The biggest addition to the FAC is our new executive director, Laura Reckford. She brings so much more to the position than we expected. Since starting in September, Laura quickly learned how the FAC operates and has gotten to know many of its members. She has written more grants and has received more money from grantors. She is always working on getting more classes and workshops, lectures, films and panel discussions. We had two groups of people with special needs taking classes at the FA, an Alzheimer's group and a Fairwinds group. Now she has added two more groups, Vinfin, which serves adults with mental illness, and Recovering Champions, which serves adults in recovery from substance abuse.

When I come to the Art Center to look at the artwork on the Gallery walls, I’m always amazed at the talent in our local community. I’m equally amazed at all the kind, hardworking, caring and interesting people that make up the FAC family. So many people dedicate their time and talent for the FAC, which helps to make us much more than just an Art Center. We are a Community Art Center, a place for people to come together while they are enjoying Art. There is no question, at the Falmouth Art Center, “the MORE the merrier!”

- Carla Hutker

From the Executive Director

Falmouth Art Center is a place where both new friends and longtime supporters find a creative and welcoming community and 2018 was no exception. We are doing the important work of bringing the community together through art, and each day we make a difference in people’s lives.

There were many highlights in 2018.

• Our membership approaching 700 with many new faces.
• Over 100 loyal volunteers helping with everything from fundraisers to exhibits to administrative tasks
• 143 Classes, including 35 classes for children
• 22 workshops
• 1,244 students registered for classes, including 298 children
• Community Conversation on Art and Censorship: more than 140 attendees, standing room only!
• Partnership with Fairwinds Clubhouse, clay classes for adults with intellectual disabilities
• “The Art of Storytelling,” monthly activity for people with dementia.

I am so proud of the work we do here at the Falmouth Art Center and honored to work alongside our outstanding staff. If you have not stopped by the Falmouth Art Center lately, you are in for a treat. We hope to see you soon.

-Laura M. Reckford

Our Staff

Executive Director........Laura M. Reckford
Assistant Director.................Bethany Cooper
Marketing Coordinator and Office Manager............Ashley Heaton
Finance Manager.....................Cathy Smith
Ceramic Studio Manager........Seth Rainville
FISCAL YEAR JANUARY 1 TO DECEMBER 31, 2018

INCOME
Mission Activities
Classes, workshops, $113,828
Gallery Sales, $6,178
Other programs, $2,143
Fundraising Events
You ART What You Eat, $12,013
ARTrageous Gala, $28,088
Holiday Market, $8,305
Other Activities, $7,642
Contributions
Membership, $36,866
Annual Fund, $46,440
Grants, $21,000
Other Support, $1,072
TOTAL INCOME $283,575

EXPENSES
Personnel, $149,325
Utilities, $13,252
Building, $41,610
Marketing, $6,781
Professional Fees, $22,270
Insurance, $10,529
Administrative Expenses, $31,565
TOTAL EXPENSES $275,332
Surplus (goes into reserves), $8,243

SAVINGS
Temporarily Restricted Funds
Scholarships, speaker series, landscaping, etc. $20,745
Building Fund, $12,694
Board Reserve $99,000
Endowments
Fund for the Future, $12,605
Miller & Wilkinson, $4,753
Lazotte, $3,503

Our #1 financial policy: Make no commitments to spend money until we have the money in hand. No debts!
Our #1 financial goal: Have income from mission activities grow to be an ever larger share of our total income.
- Jane Holtz, Treasurer

YOU ART WHAT YOU EAT
Thank You to our 2018 Sponsor & Participating Restaurants!
Sponsor: Pat Thatcher
Restaurants:
C-Salt • Casa Vallarta
Osteria La Civetta • Trevi
Water Street Kitchen
Celestinos • Epic Oyster
Cape Grille • Quicks Hole Tavern

ADDITIONAL BUSINESS SUPPORTERS:
Caline for Kids
Relax & Renew Day Spa
Village Café
Sound Bookkeeping
Advanced Dental Care
Village Trading Company

ARTRAGEOUS GALA 2018
Many thanks to our 2018 sponsors!
PLATINUM:
Carolyn Hummer
GOLD:
Solar Rising LLC
Chapman, Cole & Gleason
Michael & Angel Distasi
Shirley S. Hersey
Holly Hudson Design
Hutker Architects Inc.
Carol & Don McInnes
C.H. Newton Builders Inc.
Robert & Susan Sigel
Falmouth Art Center Board of Directors

SILVER:
Carlyn J. Ellms
George & Cheryl Lilly
Susan & Peter Morrison
Forrest Pirovano
BRONZE:
The Valle Group
Wood Lumber Company
Gerald M. Roan
Sullivan Tire
Robert & Genie Birch
John & Karen Burton
Harry & Marie Cromwell
Dalpe Excavation
Susan & Thomas Keleher
Shirley Lombardozi
Falmouth Toyota
Maurice & Shirley Tripanier
2018 COLLABORATING ORGANIZATIONS
Falmouth Museums on the Green • Falmouth Academy
Cape Conservatory • NOAA Fisheries
Salt Pond Areas Bird Sanctuaries
Falmouth Public Schools • Fairwinds Clubhouse
The Falmouth Art Center is proud of our association with you!

2018 FACULTY
Suzy Bergmann • Alicia Buccino • Sarah Caruso
Ed Chesnovitch • Betsy Payne Cook • Terry Dunn
Hollis Engley • Neil Grant • Dan Hanagan
Molly Rowland • Andrew Kusmin
Claudia Smith Jacobs • Susan Jensen
Arthur Rainville • Seth Rainville • Robert Ryder
Kim Sheerin • Sue Wadoski

2018 ANNUAL FUND
GIFTS OVER $1000
Steven Babitsky
Dorothy Battles
Bilezikian Family Foundation
John & Jean Conners
Joan Cribben
Harry & Marie Cromwell
Frank Clark & Lynn Delisi
Michael & Angela Distasi
Pamela Bliss French
Philip & Liz Gross
Charlotte Harris
Shirley Hersey
Jane Holtz
Holly Hudson
Carolyn Hummer
Carla & Mark Hultker
Walter & Carol Knox
Lovell Charitable Foundation
Carol & Don McInnes
Peter & Susan Morrison
Carolyn Partan
Susan & Robert Sigel
Linda & Gary Walker

GIFTS $249 - $100
Kathleen C. Taylor & Bruno Notari
Benjamin Partan
Forrest Pirovano
Ron Pointer
Kira Pratt
Amy Rader
Donald Rhoads
Gerald Roan
Constance Ryan
Sandra Fairman-Silva
Emily Sturdivant
Patricia Thatcher
Janet & Noah Totten
Maurice & Shirley Tripianer
Joan Valle
Wendy Vogel
Tom Vose
Frederick Wadsworth
Janet Walbridge
Milt & Susan Williamson
Peg Wilson
Alison Zaino

GIFTS $249 - $100
Anne Aitken
Peter & Laurie Annicelli
Susan & Robert Beardsley
Jim & Jean Bourdon
Elizabeth Brooks
Diane Bushfield
Patricia Carlet
Frank & Julie Child
Carol Chittenen
Claire Clark
Kim Comart
Molly N. Cornell
Peggy Curtis
Vicky Cullen
Helenann Dixon
Donna Mae Donahue
Jack & Anne Doyle
Robert & Sybil Drummond
Erica Dunn
Cynthia Eaton
Nancy Eldridge
Kathleen English
David Epstein
Karen Epstein
Rosemary & Steve Fassett
Marie Fischer
Louise Forrest
Beth Fraser
Barbara Gaffron
Mary Lou Gittitz
Mimi & Hugh Gregory
Newton Gresser
Stephen & Linda Greyser
Elizabeth Heald
Catherine & William Heald
Melissa Hofer
Paul Hughes
Tom Johnson
Erika Kates
Patricia Keck
Doreen Kelly
Pauline Kisiel
Sheila Largay
Ida Little
San Lyman
Dianne M. & Gerald Lynch
Eileen Malinson
James Markowsky
Nancy McNiff
John & Joanna McWilliam
Barbara Meissner
Thomas & Elizabeth Moseley
Nancy Nichols
Ed Norton
Tom & Connie Novitsky
Susan & Bill Patterson
Karen & Richard Pickett
Linda Rakowski
Laura Reckford
Ted & Priscilla Ruegg
Carolyn Ryczek
Sandra & Paul Smith
Maureen Sullivan
Bob & Phyllis Tolto
Sue & Ken Wadoski
Nancy Warren
John & Barbara Weyand
Kenneth & Janice Yelland
Alice Kociemba & Rick Youmans
Sandi Adams
Erica Szuplat & Ben Allsup
Tim & Reah Atwater
Alice Batchelor
Valerie Belcher
Susan & Charles Bergmann
Michael & Marion Blahari
Jane Bodrie
Kathleen Bourgoine
Jennifer Briggs
Kathy Bryson
Marie Buckley
Laura & Bruce Bumpus
Susan Burchard
Valerie Butler
Mary & Roland Butler
Sharon Callagy
James Callahan
Alice Carey
John Carroll
Leslie & Ken Carson
Sarah & Milo Caruso
Carol & Bob Casey
Laurie Cash
Bill & Terri Cavanagh
Thomas & Janet Chadie
Kevin Chu
Theresa Coffin
Amy Collins
Jan Collins
Karen Conkey
Alice W. & Jeffrey Conover
Kirti & Judith Coonley
Douglas Correllus
Elizabeth Craig
Jane Cress
Vicky Cullen

GIFTS UP TO $99
Robert & Claudia Quinn
Jane Curtis
Mark Davidson
Michael DeBartolo
Claire DeMello
Patricia DiBella
Joseph & Elizabeth Doucet
Col. Kevin Doyle
Joyce Dywer
Lillia Frantin & Herb Edwards
Dorothy Ellis
Bernadette Ericson
Lisa Ernco
Bob Evans
Linda Farner
Barbara Faulkner
Ann & Chris Fay
Shelley Fenly
Frank Fernino
Shirley Fiorentino
Joyce Foley
Nicole Fox
Jonathan & Maureen Fox
Sandra Frigon
John Funkhouser
Casey Gallant
Martha Gillis
Kate Gleason
Paul & Suzanne Glynn
Charles Gregory & Sue Godfrey
Gregory
Susan Grilgun
Laurel Hallman
Anne D. Halpin
Sarah Hawkes
Arlene Hecht
John & Lyn Holmgren
Dorothea C. Hosom
Connie House
Peter & Anne Hurwitch
Deborah Hutchins
Lisa Judelson
Cindy Kaleskas
Richard Kochanek
Suzanne Kuffler
Andrew Kusmin
Beth Laidlaw
Bobo Lay
Mary Schiffman & Edward Locke
Hila Lyman
Christopher Lyman
Mary Beth & Bill Mansfield
Alison Martin
Margaret Martin
Mul & Patty Matthews
Kathleen McCabe
Marlynn McGill
Deborah B. McIntosh
Bill & Elizabeth McKeon
Sandra Mealy
Rebecca Moffitt
Susan Moran
Clarke & Jessica Morrison
James & Mary Musto
Mary Nickerson
Joel Nimam
Lynn Noble
William Noble
David & Jackie Nolan
Ronald & Sharon Nunes
Anne O’Connor
Sophie O’Donnell
Anne Owens
Jill Park
Colleen Peterson
Mary Ellen Powers
Elizabeth Quiegley
Robert & Claudia Quinn
Shannon Rauch
Karen Rearick
Elizabeth Riccoboni
Amy Rice
Sally Rice
Candice Ronesi
Paige Roth
Robert & Gen Ryder
Carol Ryder
Valerie Schratman
Valerie Schratman
Marty Smith
Wayne Soares
Barry Jay Cronin & Carol Stanmore
Joan Stephenson
Harriet Stone
Ellen Sullivan
Carlotsa Surette
Anna Sussman
Megan Switzer
Sylvia Szykin
Doc & Paula Taylor
Bonnie Thomas
Lisa Tischer
J.D. Torres
Carolyn Unger
Nicholas & Louise Vardack
Kathleen & William Vranos
Julie Wack
Maggie Ward
Janice Welenc
Victoria Whitaker
Fluffy & Donn Winner
Cynthia Crofts-Wisch
Ann & Ray Worthington

PERSONALIZED GIFTS

In Memory of Bethany Cooper and Ashley Heaton
Betty Jameson

In Honor of Doris Epstein
Karen Epstein
David Epstein and Sari Friedman

In Honor of Emily Holmgren
Betty Jameson

In Honor of Laura Reckford
Janet and Noah Totten

In Memory of Clayton Fuller
Arlene Hecht

In Memory of Fif Burton
Diane Bushfield

In Memory of Ann Vose
Patricia Cartel
Tom Vose
Dorothy Ellis

In Memory of Arnold H. Burrough
Nancy Barry

In Memory of Edith Bruce
Herb Edwards and Lillia Frantin
Pamela Bliss French

In Memory of Elisa Cooper
Bethany Cooper

In Memory of John Dragat
Elizabeth Craig

In Memory of Linda Pointer
John & Jean Conners
Shirley DeBartolo
Michael DeBartolo
Donna Mae Donahue
Erica Dunn
Sandra Frigon
Mimi Gregory
Sigrid Hecker
Carolyn Partan
Ron Pointer
Christy & Donald Rhodes
Carolyn Unger

In Memory of Mary Wilkinson
Jeffrey Conover

In Memory of Ralph Partan
Leonard and Patricia Johnson
Benjamin Partan

In Memory of Thomas Kochanek
Richard Kochanek

In Support Clay Studio
Claire Clark

2018 EXHIBITORS
Robin Ackroyd
Lysbeth Adams
Louise Adler
Deborah Alavosius
Marilyn Pageau
Robin Amaral
Christine Anderson
Greg Anderson
Eleanor Appleyard
Terry Archer
Christine Arnold
Nora Ashley
Lexy Atwood
Steve Babitsky
Herb Bader
Caroline Bagg
Bobbi Ballin
Laurie Balmer
Ann Barrow
Paula Barton
Jeff Bauer
Shelia Bauer
Bob Beardsley
Sue Beardsley
Paul Bebchick
Barry Beder
Valerie Belcher
Anne Belston
Garret Bentley
Skip Belknap
Suzy Bergmann
Rita Bernier
Therese Bilodeau
Paula Bird
Gary Boeck
Fran Bogen
Gwen Bomling
Sarka Botner
Kathleen Bourgoin
Jim Bourgon
Peggy Brawley
Kat Brennan
Martha Brennan
Chris Brothers
Bill Brydon
Alicia Buccino

Clarke Buchanan
Denise Buckley
MarieBurns
Fifi Burton
Joyce Caggiano
Zaria Can Wilt Jams
Judith Calaguri
Patty Martin
Erica Campanella
Joan Carpenter
Mary Carrol
Sarah Caruso
Eileen Casey
Mack Caswell
Catherine Cetta
Evan Charney
Denis Chasse
Katheryn Chasse
Lilliana Chaves
Sandy Checklick
Betsy Cheitlin
Ed Chesnovitch
Julia Child
Carol Chittenden
Susan Cianca
Sophia Cifone
Susan Clark
Arlene Cloninger
Carolyn Clymer
Sally Colaccio
Linda Collins
Marion Colman
Nina Colon
Sue Colozzo
Mary Jane Conary
Betsy Payne Cook
Sara Cook
Bethany Cooper
Sandy Valpey Cordts
Douglas Corrullus
Mary Costa
Sarah Cox
Eileen Crawford
Joan Gribben
Caroline Crocker
Larry Cron
Barry Cronin
Pat Cronin
Cynthia Cruz
Mary Beth Cryan
Vicky Cullen
James Curren
Olivia Curtis
Elissa Cygan
Linda Dacik
Peter Daley
Elizabeth Danella
Mallory D’Antonio
Lori Dawn
Noah DeCosta
Julie Dernello
Olivia dePunte
Liz Dinan
Mary Dowey
Jack DiBenedetto
Manny Dimaculangan
Sandra Donnellan
Emma Donovan
Lisa Donovan
Muriel Donovan
Barbara Douglass
Anne Downs
Vivian Dresbach
Rob Dunlavey
Howard Dunn
Terry Dunn
Joyce Dywer
Phyllis Edgecomb
Herb Edwards
Florence Einis
Amy Eldridge
Nancy Eldridge
Daniel Ellis
Linda Emerson
Holly Engley
Bob Enos
Doris Epstein
Lisa Errico
Joyce Ewing
Linda Farmer
Frank Ferreira
Joseph Finn
Ruth Flanagan
DonFlora
Ellen Flynn
Louise Forrest
Carrie Fradkin
Joanne Frair
Lilia Frantin
Alex Fratantoni
Marylann Fultin
Nicole Fusaro
Alice Nicholson Galick
Dante Garza
Davy Garrison
Loretta Garrison
Barbara Geagan
Thomas Geagan
Erik Gehring
Lorraine Hayes
Cricket George
Merry Gerber
Lisa Gibson
Alfie Glover
Carmen Goldstein
Autumn Gonsavles
Joe Goodman
Connie Babinic Grab
Arlene Graham
Neil Grant
Douglas Gray
Doug Greetham
Nooreen Greetham
Mimi Gregory
Courtney Groves
Susan Gustin
Sandra Hadley
Steve Hahn
Richard Hale
Kathleen Hall
Dan Hanagan
Christine Hannon
Charlotte Harris
Mary Lou Harwood
Sarah Hawkes
Kenneth Hawkey
Ashley Heaton
Barbara Hecker
Sigrid Hecker
Michael Heintz
Muriel Henault Locklin
Molly Henningen-Rowland
Liz Dalton Henr
Shirley Hersey
Elaine Hickley
Michael Hine
Anne Hitch
Suzanne Hodge
Melissa Hofer
Emily Holmgren
Neal Holmgren
Fiona Lovell Hornig
Meredith Howard
Brook Howard-Keane
Adelle Huestis
Margie Huggard
Paul Hughes
Kathleen Hall
Deb Hutchins
Jayne Iafate
Chris Inoue
Christina Jacoby
Betty Jameson
Robert Jank
Susan Jensen
Tori Johnson
Molly Johnston
Linda Calmes Jones
Maggie Jones
Terry Jonides
Soo Joo
Lisa Jo Ruddy
Susan Jost
Richard Kochanek
Matthew Kamholz
Ruth Anne Kane
Jennifer Kano
David Kaphammer
Dale Kapp
Amy Kaufman
Lois Kaufman
Joyce Kays
Jon B. Keenan
Thomas Keleher
Ann Keller
David Kellly
Doreen Kelly
George Kelly
Gayle Kiley
Sang Kim
Jean Kirby
Giles Knight
Carol Ann Knox
Walter Knox
Jeff Koberstein
Richard Kochanek
Israel Kroeger
Andrew Kusmin
Beth Laidlaw
Paul Laro
Jeannine Lavoie
John Lawrence
Molly Le Brun
Diana Lee
Ruth Leech
Linnea Leemng
Ellen Lennon
Deidre Leonard
Betty Lewadowski
Leslie Lichtenstein
Paula Lichter
Abe Lineaweaver
Jane Lincoln
Martha Fuenteas
Shirley Lombardozzi
Jeané Lovett
Louise Luckenbill
Fred Lucone
Barbara Lunn
San Lyman
Annette MacAdams
Eileen Malinson
Juliette Marshall
Robert Mardirossian
Bonnie Maresh
Mary Markow
Saralee Marshall
Elizabeth Martins
Jory Mason
Salley Mayor/Mary Anne
McAuliffe
Kathleen McCay
Chloe McClean
Michelle McDermott
Catherine McDonald
Michael McDonnell
Irene McGrath
Patricia McNamara